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Dimensions

SIZES

A 1970mm

B 539mm

C 2000mm

D 332mm

E 416mm

F 60mm

G 66mm

H 195mm

I 89mm

Also available in 4 other sizes

Panoramic X 1250 Panoramic X 1500 Panoramic X 2500 Panoramic X 3000

Features

Smart control

Smart App & Alexa Touch Control LCD Remote

Step into the future, where convenience meets innovation. Take command effortlessly through the dedicated app, 
using the LCD remote control or the discreetly designed touch screen.

Multi-Fuel Package

Includes

 White Pebble
 Ice Glas
 Charred Glas
 Smouldering Ember LED’
 Choice of logs - HD Logs or Upgrade to 

our British Woodland

10 Year warranty

Experience peace of mind with our premium 
10 year warranty exclusively offered by 
Bespoke Fireplaces Ltd for all of our electric 
fires.



Our dedicated service department, staffed 
by highly trained service administrators and 
engineers are always happy to help.

British Woodland Logs

The perfect finishing touch in the worlds most realistic electric fire, created with materials from nature itself. Starting with a trio to the 
fundamental fuel beds to recreate the essence of the forest floor; organic husk, green moss land and charred chippings create the 
base.

Luxe

If you prefer a clean cut, engineered look, 
choose the Luxe.

Oak

For a more rustic campfire feel, the Oak logs 
are the perfect choice.

Install Options

Three sided

True to its name, showing both sides and the 
front provides a full panoramic view.

Two sided

Conceal one side of the fire to fit it snugly 
into the corner. This flexible option 
accommodates left or right positioning and 
frees up space for extra storage.

one sided

Recessing the fire enhances the frontal 
perspective, covering both sides and 
imparting a sense of expanded space into 
your room.


